Mirrors of the Past:

Art and Costumes on Steins and Plaques
by Liselotte Lopez
Photos by Victor L. Lopez
from the Lopez Collection

Part I: Defregger at Villeroy & Boch
Mettlach stein no. 2830, Tyrolean Girl, and
its mate no. 2845, Tyrolean Hunter, appear
relatively late in Villeroy & Boch's 1905 addendum pages to their 1899 catalogue. Both
are half-liters, etched, and carry the incised date of 1902. Their identical full body
side decor pictures a) a Tyrolean house
with wooden upper story and balcony, its
roof dotted with large boulders, and b) a
mountain stream cascading over rocks.
Edelweis flowers adorn the corners of all

scenes and are pictured on the lid. A distinct art nouveau influence is evident in the
framing of the central scene.
The artist from whose works these designs
were adapted is Franz von Defregger. His
name does not appear on either stein since
he never designed for V&B. Defregger was
a talented, prolific and famous painter, a
native of the Tyrol, Austria, who lived in
Munich for much of his life. He painted the

"Tyrolean Girl" in the mid 1880's in oil on
linen; the painting is in private possession.
The "Hunter" (V&B calls their version Tyrolean Hunter) was done in 1886, again in
oil on linen, and is also in private hands.
Colorful reproductions in print form taken
from Defregger's most beautiful paintings
enjoyed great popularity around 1900. They
were marketed and copyrighted by his
(continued on page 1283)

Dues, Dues
Have Y O U paid your 1985 dues yet?
We sent out bills in November 1984.
We reminded you twice in the December issue of PROSIT. And still
there are many of you "out there"
who have not yet paid your 1985 dues
to S C I . What does it take to get your
attention? Do we have it now?
If so—and if you are one of those
members who has not yet paid his
or her dues for this year—then please
do it now: Send your check for $20.00
($24.00 for overseas) to our treasurer,

Patrick J. Clarke
P.O. Box 350
Harrison, NJ 07029
In Memoriam:

Dr. Ridge Scott
We are truly saddened by the sudden
death, on January 10,1985, of Dr. Ridge
Scott of Illinois. As all of SCI knows,
Ridge was honored with the title of
"Master Steinologist" at our Trier Convention last August, an honor which was
certainly justified and which Ridge
greatly treasured. Ridge was a collector's collector and his assemblage of
large Mettlach steins was indeed a sight
to behold. He was not only instrumental
in helping the Meister Steiners set up
the St. Charles, Illinois, convention in
1982, but he also helped organize the
two conventions in Germany in 1978 and
1984—where, among other things, he
was our auctioneer.
We will miss Ridge at our conventions
and at our board meetings. We will miss
his humor, his stories, his advice and
counsel. We will miss our Master Steinologist.
Our heartfelt condolences go out to Johanna, our SCI chairlady: The officers
and members of the Board of Directors,
as well as all members of SCI, express
their sadness at the untimely death of
a wonderful collector, SCI member and
friend.

Be sure to make out the check to
"Stein Collectors International" and
please put your SCI membership
number on the check.
We must have your dues by April 1,
or we will be forced to drop you from
the membership rolls. And that would
mean no more P R O S I T ' s , no Convention in July, no more fun. Don't
chance it!
Please pay your 1985 dues now! Don't
become an ex-member: We need your
support. Thank you.

SCI Board Members
In order to maintain a current list of SCI
Board Members, it is requested that
chapters report promptly any changes
that may occur in their respective designations to the Board. The new name,
address and term of office should be
sent to the Recording Secretary, Urban
W. B o r e s c h , 282 Kercheval Ave.,
G r o s s e Pointe Farms, Ml 48236.

T h e C a s e o f the L o s t C a p t i o n

Late Notice
Walter "Wally" Schardin, SCI membership number 1, died at his home in Minneapolis, MN, on February 1,1985. Our
heartfelt condolences go out to Dorothy
and her family.

In case you wondered whose beer steins
were featured on the cover of the last
issue of PROSIT (no. 78, December
1984), they are a part of the collection
of the University of Maine. The cover
was supposed to complement the feature article by Pat Clarke, but our printer
dropped the caption by mistake.

Defregger (from p. 1281)
friend, Franz Hanfstaengl. It is highly
probable that these prints served as inspiration for the Mettlach artists, who had
little trouble transforming the designs to fit
the stoneware form. They changed some
colors and altered the hat design of the
"Tyrolean Girl", but left her forelock intact.

century. More nitpicking on my part you
claim, but by the time the Addendum I to
the 1899 catalogue was printed in 1901,
Baden no longer was part of Swabia.

The steins were probably on sale as early
as 1902. They combined portraiture and
scenery motif with art nouveau framing to
appeal to as wide a circle of potential buyers as possible. Not until 1905 are they
shown for a first time in the V&B addendum; by then it may have been too late for
a sizable production of steins no. 2830 and
2845—the public's taste was changing.
In comparison with some other V&B steins
which are numerous and available in auction after auction, the "Tyrolean Girl" has
never been seen for sale or at auction by
this writer, thus making this stein at least
uncommon, if not rare. The "Hunter", a
masculine motif appealing to those who
purchased most steins or received them
as gifts, surfaces more often. It was a recent acquisition of mine—to match with the
"Tyrolean Girl" and complete the pair.

If you're not too bored by now, take a look
at Mohr's 9th edition blunder on page 135:
Plaques no. 2702 and 2703, both non-existent, are priced at $235 each, while the
correct no. 2712 (he does not list any 2713)
comes in at $315. Along with this unequal
price is a quote by Möhr saying that 2712
is listed in Addendum I as 2702. Its fairly
easy to see that both are synonymous—
but does Möhr correct his pricing disparity
of $80? Heavens no, he lists non-existing
2702/2703 at $235 and 2712 (and I presume 2713) at $315 each. Is there still
anyone who consults Mohr's price lists?

When it comes to making minor errors, Villeroy & Boch was no exception; Robert D.
Wilson compiles a preliminary listing in issue No. 24 of "Mettlacher Turm". The
plaques in the accompanying photo are an
example.

Pricing errors, incorrect descriptions and
whatnot are of little concern to me—I really
care only about the appeal and quality of
these two wonderful plaques. Framed in
an art nouveau outline, as are "Tyrolean
Girl" and "Hunter", along with an inscribed
banner in heavily idiomized Baden dialect,
these two young women face each other
in front of a wooded and hilly backdrop.
The composition of pleasing colors in rich
red-brown, white, sky-blue and several
shades of green is well balanced and satisfying. I'd long wanted the pair, but 2712
is a rare one, while 2713 can be often found
alone. Though the plaques are not large
nor artist signed, I consider them substantially underpriced in Gary Kirsner's Mettlach book.

They are shown on page 206 of Addendum I (to the 1899 catalogue) in the blue

A companion piece to the "Black Forest"
plaques is stein no. 2768. This is a slim

V&B etched /2-Liter stein no. 2830, "Tyrolean
Girl"
1

Part II: Black Forest C o s tumes on Mettlach Stoneware

V&B etched /2-Liter stein no. 2845, "Tyrolean
Hunter"
1

Plate 141 of book, "Defregger 1835-1921" (by
Hans Peter Defregger): "Tirolerin". oil on linen,
5 4 x 5 4 cm, signed, mid-1880s; print by
Hanfstaengl

Mettlach book by Thomas/Post, with numbers 2702 and 2703. In the descriptive text
on page 271, a footnote tells us that they
were erroneously numbered as 2702,2703
and should correctly be 2712 and 2713.
So what, you say, anyone can transpose
a couple of numbers. Yes, but let's see
what the descriptive text says of no. 2712
(translated): Bust of a girl in Black Forest
costume. And 2713: Bust of girl in Swabian
costume. The translation of the words in
the banner on no. 2713 is as follows: "The
most beautiful girls, the best wine, have
always been thus in the land of Baden."
Baden on the plaque, Swabia in the text,
not of great consequence as Swabia was
a government district of Bavaria, encompassing southern Baden, until the 19th

Page 324, Werkverzeichnis (catalogue of all
paintings) of book, "Defregger 1835-1921":
"Jaeger", oil on linen, 45 x 36.5 cm, signed, dated
1886; print by Hanfstaengl

Get Ready For

The New York Convention
July 17-21,1985
version in the half-liter size, depicting local
Schwarzwald dress. On the front is a young
woman, waving a scarf, a pipe-smoking
man beside her. To left and right are two
more women with the distinctive and diverse headdress of Black Forest regional
costumes. The background is full of pine
trees; nestled between them is the typical
Black Forest thatched roof house, its chimney belching smoke. The stein has a date
of 1902, while the plaques are of 1901
manufacture.

It is a challenge to collect steins or plaques
on which folk costumes are pictured—there
are not many. "Tyrolean Girl" and "Hunter"
and "Black Forest Costumes" are but four.
However, I really favor Bavaria, where the
local folk-dress can be exceptionally pretty,
especially in southern Bavaria (not that I'm
prejudiced toward my homeland). Therefore anything truly Bavarian on stein or
plaque is most desirable to me. The search
continues.. ..
0

by Dixie Trainer

New York is a city of superlatives—the biggest, the best, the most glamorous, exciting, glittering, educational—and the 1985
SCI convention promises to match it word
for word.
So if you'd like to enjoy four unforgettable
days, be sure to join the Stein Collectors
here in New York City from July 17 through
21.

V&B stein no. 2768, flanked by etched plaques no. 2712 and 2713

You'll stay at the newly-decorated, air conditioned Roosevelt Hotel, 45th and Madison, in the very center of exciting, bustling
Manhattan. You'll be treated to a fantastic
display of more than 500 unusual, exceptional steins. You can participate in the
members-only stein swap, trade, and sale,
and you'll attend an outstanding stein auction featuring between 350-400 pieces,
many of which will surface here for the first
time.
And if that's not enough, you'll enjoy a full
range of New York City's attractions—from
the historical to the glamorous.

"Mountain stream" side scene on V&B nos. 2830
and 2845; Edelweis inlay in lid

"Tyrolean house" side scene on V&B nos. 2830
and 2845 steins

The festivities get under way on Wednesday, July 17, with registration and stein
setups beginning at noon. For you early
birders, free buses will take you down to
the South Street Seaport, a wonderful recreation of New York in the days of the
clipper ships. You'll stroll along the cobbled streets of Schermerhorn Row, and visit
the sailing vessels, old and new. tied up
along the piers.
Your dinner choices range from the ele-

to a mouthwatering entire floor of international fast foods, eaten on-the-run, standup New York style. At the Seaport, you're
a short cab ride from Chinatown or the
World Trade Center, if you want to do
some more sightseeing.
Thursday morning begins with a full breakfast at the Roosevelt. The morning will be
devoted to two expert lectures on steins.
The shoppers among you will be delighted
to learn that you're not far from Saks, Bonwit's, B. Altman's, and Bloomingdale's (to
name a few) for the truly important things
in life, and the hardy sightseers can walk
to the Empire State Building, the carrier
Intrepid, or Rockefeller Center.
The Stein Display and Stein Sale begin at
noon. Mike Wald, organizer of the Stein
Display, expects approximately 500 top
quality, unusual pieces, including characters, regimentals, pewter, Mettlach beakers, early stoneware, faience, unusual
Mettlachs, and a rousing all-American motif display.
Across the room, members can enjoy the
stein sale, swap, trade. Members of SCI
can rent a half table or an entire table.
Here's your chance to change, add to, and
upgrade your collections!
And for your pleasure, the Hospitality Room
will be open from 2 to 5 p.m., with complimentary beer, soft drinks, coffee and
snacks available.
That night you'll enjoy our first dinner together—a truly Fun Night in the Grand
Ballroom of the Roosevelt. We'll crown Miss
Beer Stein, applaud the stalwarts in the
Chug-a-Lug contest, dance, listen to music, and generally have a good time.
Friday morning you'll enjoy a full breakfast
again, followed by two additional stein talks.
The Stein Display and Stein Sale will be
open in the afternoon from 1 to 4 p.m., so
you'll be able to enjoy everything all over
again. Today the Hospitality Room will be
open in the morning and again in the afternoon, so you'll be able to relax, meet new
friends and renew old acquaintances with
the greatest of ease.
The entertainment tonight features Manhattan at its most breathtakingly glamorous, beautiful, unforgettable self. You'll
board a luxury chartered yacht for a spectacular dinner cruise around lower Manhattan. You'll enjoy drinks and refreshments on the open upper deck as you watch
the skyline slide past and the city begin to
glow in the sunset. As night falls, you'll go
inside to enjoy a gourmet dinner, dancing
and entertainment. Beyond the windows
you'll see the skyline of Manhattan beginning to blaze with lights, so that the massive bulk of buildings becomes a beautiful
panorama twinkling against the blackness

of the night. This is truly a once-in-a-lifetime, unforgettable experience.
Saturday morning you'll feast on a full
breakfast again, to ready yourself for the
auction preview beginning at 9 a.m. Organizer Ron Fox promises a truly magnificent auction, featuring 350-400 steins in
every category. Ron stresses that many
are quite rare and very unusual. Many of
the steins have never been photographed
nor have appeared in any of the catalogs.
The auction, which starts at noon, will be
conducted by a professional auctioneer and
will be open to the public. There will be no
reserves and no minimums. A full-color
catalog of the auction will be available free
to SCI members at the convention.

information piece: All you have to do is call
800-433-1790 (in Texas call 800-792-1160),
or have your travel agent call, and tell the
American Airlines Meeting Services Desk
that you are a member of Stein Collectors
International (STAR File #S-3431) and that
you want to fly to New York for the Convention in July. You'll get the lowest possible fare, with great savings! Just another
incentive to attend our 19th annual Convention.

Today the Hospitality Room will be open
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
That night, in the Grand Ballroom, you'll
enjoy the final Farewell Banquet Dinner
featuring delicious food (naturally) plus
awards, speeches, remarks, laughs, jokes,
songs and entertainment.
When the final good-byes are said the next
morning, you'll have a store of wonderful
experiences, a new appreciation of steins,
(maybe even a few new steins!), an address book full of names of new friends
and stein collectors, and the pleasure of
saying, to paraphrase Julius Caesar, "I
came, I saw, and I had one heck of a good
time." See you in July in New York:
Prosit!

Complete Registration
Package Enclosed
with This Issue
All the material you need to register for the
New York Convention in July is enclosed
with this issue of PROSIT, as is a form you
need to make your reservations at the
Roosevelt Hotel.
Don't delay—register for the Convention
and make your hotel reservations today,
while you think of it and before you have
lost the forms (but we'll send you more if
you need them). Hurry!

American
Airlines
Official Airline
SCI has chosen as its official airline for the
New York Convention in July American
Airlines. That means that you can get super
fares when you fly American to New York
this summer. Take a look at the enclosed

The Art Collection in the
Heylshof at Worms
In the foreword to the reprinted 1927 catalog of the Art Collection in the Heylshof at
Worms we rhetorically described the collection as "now long gone, dispersed, possibly destroyed". But is it?
Ohio member Louis Foster visited the city
of Worms before the 1984 Convention in
Trier, and lo! found that at least a part of
the Heylshof collection is still intact and on
view. The Heylshof was badly damaged in
the Second World War, but has now been
rebuilt and houses the collection bearing
the name of its erstwhile owner, Cornelius
Wilhelm Freiherr von Heyl.
Worms lies next to the Rhine River, about
18 kilometers north of Mannheim. SCI
members interested in historically important drinking vessels should consider a visit
to Worms the next time they find themselves in Germany.
(We still have a few of the catalog reprints available; any SCI member desiring a copy is requested to send us their request, together with
one dollar ($1.00) to cover postage, and their
name and address. Write to: SCI, P.O. Box 463,
Kingston, NJ 08528.)

More on

Photos on Ceramic
In the last issue of Prosit we published an
article about the art/science of transferring
photographs onto ceramic pieces (no. 78,
December 1984, pp. 1252-1254). We appended a very brief bibliography on page
1254.
In the meantime we received a letter from
Mr. Peter Freeman, design and publicity

manager of Matthey Printed Products Ltd.,
Stoke-on-Trent, England. Mr. Freeman's
firm specializes in manufacturing decals and
similar decorating items for the ceramics
industry. Mr. Freeman enclosed ten additional references, mostly short articles,
about the photo-processes. Since these
articles appeared during the period 18601897, we thought they would be of interest
to the history buffs among us—and would
aid in completing the bibliography of the
original article. So here they are for you
historians, researchers and craftsmen who
like to see the complete picture (pardon
us, but we just couldn't resist the pun):
British Patent No. 1888, June 27, 1862, to
Richard Archibald Brooman (London),
"Preparing Paper for the Transfer of
Photographic Pictures"; the inventor advises that the process has been "communicated to me from abroad by Jean
Theodore Dupuy, of . . . Paris".
The Pottery and Glass Trades Review, April
1878, page 187, brief communication
m e n t i o n i n g the " c o l o u r e d p h o t o - c e ramics" process of H. N. White.
The Pottery Gazette, November 1, 1880, page
712, "Coloured Photographs on Porcelain"; a brief article reporting on the work
of Mr. J. E. P. Lemary of Paris.
The Pottery Gazette, May 2, 1881, page 4 2 1 ,
"Photographing on Porcelain"; refers to
a published work, "Vitrified Photographs
on Enamel".
The Pottery Gazette, (?) 1884, page 523,
"Ceramic Photography", reports on a paper read before the London and Provincial Photographic Association by Mr. A.
L. Henderson, inventor and practitioner
of a photo-ceramic process.
British Patent Specification No. 358, October
20, 1886, to Denis Lawless (Surrey), "An
Improved Process for Producing Pictures, Photographs, and other Designs
on Potteryware, Glass, Metal Plates or
other similar Substances"; refers to "Poitevin's" process.
(Untitled periodical), May 1, 1890, "A Novelty
in Pottery and Glass Decoration".
The Pottery Gazette, November 1, 1895, page
837, "The Photographic Decoration of
Glass and Porcelain"; a communication
from the periodical "Technical World".
The Pottery Gazette Diary, 1897, page 90,
"Photo-Ceramics" (Specially Contributed); reports on the "Process Year Book"
by Mr. W. Ethelbert Henry, C.E., F.R.P.S.
(London).
The Pottery Gazette, (no date), page 342.
"Photographing on China"; very brief note.

Mr. Freeman adds in his letter, "These (articles), I think should give you sufficient information about the very many different
processes which were developed. None of
them were used on a large scale and most
proved very expensive and time consum-

ing." Today's photo-transfer processes rely
on inexpensive decals, printed by the
thousands, and delivered to the ceramic
factory in large sheets, ready for application to the ceramic bodies.

Höhr-Grenzhausen, the Merkelbach mark
reflected the change. Similarly, the postwar marks show more modern designs.
The Merkelbach factory was purchased by
the Goebel firm (Rödental) in 1972, but the
Goebel name doesn't appear in the mark
until 1978.
The Goebel Group, in business since 1871,
integrated the salt-glazing artistry of Merkelbach Manufaktur into its line of fine ceramics, and today Merkelbach stoneware
is an important factor in the parent company's line, both domestically (Germany)
and in export.
Goebel's name is included today in Merkelbach's stationery logotype:

Stoneware Marks
Part 4.

Reinhold Merkelbach
by Jack G. Lowenstein
Marks supplied by Judith Engelmann,
Merkelbach

Is there even one stein collector who doesn't
own at least one stoneware stein with the
famous six-pointed star and " R M " mark?
We all, of course, know that mark to be the
identification of the Grenzhausen factory
of Reinhold Merkelbach. In PROSIT #70,
December 1982 (pp. 984-985), we presented seven Merkelbach marks, but with
insufficient information available we represented some of the marks incorrectly and
dated most of them wrong.
This article, and the accompanying table
of marks corrects that.
Mrs. Judith Engelmann, manager of the
factory in Höhr-Grenzhausen, recently sent
us an up-to-date listing of marks, all corrected as to usage dates based on the research of Dr. Beate Dry-vonZezschwitz
(Munich).
The six-pointed star mark was first used in
1882 (it was copyrighted on January 28,
1895) and was continued on historically
important stoneware items until 1933. The
marks went through a series of changes
starting in 1900, mostly spelling out the
name "Merkelbach". Please note the circular mark used starting in 1916: The " z "
in Grenzhausen is reversed. We don't know
whether this aberration is indeed part of
the mark, or whether it is a result of incorrect copying.
In the mid-1930's, when the towns of Höhr
and Grenzhausen formed the single entity,

In her book, "R. Merkelbach, Grenzhausen and München, Spezial Preisliste 1905",
Dr. Dry-vonZezschwitz points out that additional small incised marks, such as

and

aid the experienced researcher in identifying the Merkelbach firm's wares. The
factory also used the well-known "geschützt" (legal design protection) mark on
selected items. Another identification aid
can be the pewter lid, which frequently has
the initials " R . M . " in the center of the underside of the lid, together with the ReichsZinn (i.e., "R.Z.") and Grenzhausen ("GR")
designations. Not every Merkelbach lid,
however, is thus marked.
Finally, Dr. Dry-vonZezschwitz also illustrates Merkelbach's current export mark,

of lesser interest to the collector of antique
steins, but important to the connoisseur of
fine salt-glazed stoneware.
As always, reader comments are invited.
We thank Mrs. Judith Engelmann and Dr.
Beate Dry-vonZezschwitz for their immeasurable help in uncovering this historical data.

Reinhold Merkelbach Stoneware Marks

